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                                                            Abstract 

 

Knowledge can be considered as the most consequential factor for the success of any 

project, particularly technical knowledge for the efficient methods of performance. In 

an industrial organizational structure, communication of this knowledge is as 

important as the data itself as it passes on to develop technical insights for the future 

of the company to ensure smooth functioning through time. Knowledge sharing can 

be categorized as the one in which information can be documented, analyzed and 

referred and as one in which it is created by the decisions taken at critical situations 

and shared by social relationships. Operator knowledge sharing is essentially based 

on communication, but many times it is informal and consequently there are losses 

as these conversation is not recorded. Tacit knowledge (as opposed too formal, 

codified or explicit knowledge) is the kind that is difficult to transfer to another 

person by means of writing it down or verbalizing it. Most of the times these vocal 

data are generated by instinctive solutions during prototyping and brainstorming in 

the workstation. 

The thesis is focused on developing a set of work standards or framework to the 

company, Isaberg Rapid which has changed its parent company and because of it lost 

many of its experienced employees. Subsequently a lot of implicit knowledge is lost 

along with the employees, which later became evident when challenges recurred in 

production. The aim of the research project is to create a proof methodology to avoid 

this loss by storing this tacit knowledge for any references, even if the employees 

involved with the product are lost.  

The approach was started with a background study on tacit knowledge and 

investigations were made in the company to know about the problems in this 

particular situation. The company’s background was studied and interview 

conducted with a new employee from design department to identify the origin of the 

prevalent magnitude of the complication. Based on this some proposals were made 

and checked for suitability with further data collection. The main problem that is 

found on investigating the case is, there is a problem in entering the required data 

inside the system used by the company employees. With each iteration of data 

collection, the proposals were modified accordingly and subjected to further 

feasibility tests to fall in the region bounded by constraints set initially. 
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1 Introduction 

Isaberg Rapid is an international company manufacturing different types of fastening 

solutions. This company was recently acquired by Esselte. This had caused changes 

in administration involving loss of man power which led to a major loss in the product 

knowledge. There was insufficient information to describe the processes which has 

caused a lot of confusion in the present scenario. The main task of the thesis is  

 to map the actual development process at rapid 

 investigate the reasons for missing knowledge and information 

 suggest new update for software and information content to solve the 

problem 

 Demonstrate the functions with one or several scenarios in a commercial or 

customized software. 

The primary objective is to avoid this problem occurring in the company in the future 

so that the inarticulate knowledge is not completely lost forever and the people 

working there would understand all the processes as well as the methods clearly and 

they can acquire all the information when needed and hence can be more equipped 

to handle challenges. 

1.1 Background 

Rapid is a 70-year-old company specializing in production of fasteners, pneumatic 

tools and office staplers. The company had employees who were quite experienced 

on their fields. The company was recently acquired by Esselte and this had led to the 

change in the management of the company. This sudden change let to a lot of job cuts 

and many employers quit their positions in the company. Since many of them were 

quite experienced people their knowledge on the production process was also lost 

with them as it had not been in documented properly. The data that was present in 

the process chart was not the same as that was followed in the production line. This 

has caused a loss of information loss that is the main problem in the company. The 

people who are newly appointed in the company find really hard to understand the 

existing process as there is a lot of data missing to understand the working. This has 

caused a slowdown in the working of the employees in research and development 

department as they had to utilize most of the time trying to understand the missing 

links in the production process sheet. Tacit knowledge system can be used in here to 

identify the area of the problem and by using the Johari window system the problem 

can be identified and a solution can be given to avoid these problems in the future. 

1.2 Research objective, problems and questions 

Uncovering the implicit and tacit knowledge and decision making capabilities of 

experienced employees, which has helped in the successful completion of tasks, and 

to record or store them for the references for the future employees of the company. 

To make a comprehensive study on the knowledge management practices being 

implemented in various organizations and in Rapid its effects on different role 

players involved in the process. 



 

 

 to generate a strategy to record and store the tacit knowledge in such a way that it 

stays with the company even if individuals leave. 

How do we identify if a person possesses this unique tacit knowledge?  

This is an important factor to consider, deciding the methodology to be employed to 

assess the possible challenges and feasible solutions to overcome the problem of 

knowledge management. Few sessions of personal interviews have to be conducted 

with the possessor of the knowledge to draw a conclusion on the thought process and 

working style of the individual.  

If so what can be the effective way of capturing it? If not, how to identify it and 

store it? 

Answering this question serves for the major part of the thesis and to do that 

successfully, the data collection has to be analyzed to comprehensively understand 

any resistive behavior of the employees. The framework has to be built around the 

preferences of the employees by generating proposals through brainstorming and 

group discussion sessions with the managers as well as the employees. The 

developed process prototype has to be checked for technical feasibility in the 

working environment before considering for economical and other administrative 

constraints. 

1.3 Company objective: 

The main objective is to formulate a systematic procedure for the identification, 

recording and storage of implicit knowledge of the experienced and hence efficient 

employees, for the complete production knowledge for the references of the future 

employees. The need for this information has proved to be so significant at the 

current situation when the company is reorganizing, or if the employees are shuffled. 

The main objective of the company is to keep the knowledge inside the company so 

as to make the transition smooth and to avoid misunderstanding and making the 

same mistakes, and loosing time evaluating the same problem in the future which has 

already been done. 

1.4 Purpose of the research 

In a practical environment, this type of knowledge is categorized in many forms and 

is not definitive. Hence it is difficult to identify even for the individual possessing it, 

which of the implicit knowledge will be relevant. 

Therefore, it requires a framework which can capture and store tacit knowledge with 

or without the awareness of the owner through a set of corporate instructions. The 

research thesis is focused on generating methodologies for achieving this with 

maximum efficiency. 

1.5 Relevance to the Master’s program 

The research is closely associated with the corporate instruction of how to conduct 

the Product development projects. The activities involved are working around the 

local Product Life Cycle Management (PLM), YaPDM and an in-house work flow 

management system. It involves evaluating and prescribing the information content 



 

 

(Meta data) and modification of format of the documents to store and retrieve the 

implicit knowledge to keep the work flow effective. 

Hence the overall objective of the thesis is improving the functionality of the whole 

PLM system by understanding and assessing the difficulties faced in accessing the 

right information, by the newly recruited employees. 

1.6 Delimitations 

The scope of the thesis is bounded by the specific requirement and environment of 

Isaberg Rapid. The research is heavily dependent on the data collected from 

individual interviews discussions and, hence the structure of solution cannot be 

considered universal.  The company’s strategy of not willing to change the workflow 

management system also serves as a constraint. The context of tacit knowledge in 

this thesis will be focused along the lines of organizational knowledge management 

rather than psychological. The mapping analysis and the framework modifications 

will be limited to design, production and testing departments. The effectiveness of 

the solution might tend to depend on training and rules implemented in the company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2 Theoretical Background 

In this section a thorough understanding of the terminologies and principles of the 
research field is expected to be achieved. It is done by introducing concepts of knowledge 
management, lean product development, production standards and the practice of 
mapping activities involved in product development. These theories form the backbone 
in understanding and evaluating the current challenge at section 4, and arriving at a 
favorable answer to the research questions at section 1.2.  

2.1 Knowledge based product realization 

With the advent of Information technology in the field of production, the critical role 

of knowledge in the effects of productivity is clearly visible.  Here the fundamental 

goal of IT is to enhance communication of the information in the disciplined channels, 

and therefore it prematurely promotes explicit knowledge through its software 

system. There also exists the tacit knowledge (vocal or implicit) which is not recorded 

in the same disciplined manner as the explicit one but resides in experienced 

individuals, their actions and conversations. The IT or any other system for that 

matter fails to methodologically document this data on a routine as it generates from 

discussions involving many different individuals on any given instance of problem 

solving.  

2.2 What is knowledge? 

Davenport and Prusak (1998) explains knowledge as a framed experience with 

evolving mix, information that are contextual, insight by experts and values providing 

framework for incorporating and evaluating new experiences and information. 

According to them “knowledge is often deposited as embedded documents or 

repositories and in organizational practices, processes and norms”. According to 

Nonaka (1994) “knowledge is about meaning which is the sense that is in context-

specific”. So, for a knowledge repository to be useful, the context in which the 

knowledge is generated must also be stored. Organizational knowledge is an integral 

component to the members, meaning that knowledge is actionable. 

There are different taxonomies to explain about knowledge. The most famous and 

commonly used taxonomies that explains about tacit knowledge are Polanyi’s and 

Nonaka’s (1994). Tacit knowledge is defined as the data or content that is present 

within the knower’s mind. It has cognitive and technical components. Cognitive 

components are the mental models used by the knower which cannot be directly 

expressed by data or any representations. This can also be termed as unstructured 

knowledge. Technical components are concepts which can be explained through 

actions or knowledge representations. Explicit knowledge is structural and can be 

represented. It can be defined as structured knowledge. Knowledge transfer in an 

organization occurs when the members within the organization share tacit and 

explicit knowledge to each other. Knowledge which is primarily in tacit dimension 

should be captured in which the captured information is used to explain about what 

knowledge means and how it would be used. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) proposed 

four modes of knowledge transfer and creation (SECI model). 



 

 

 Socialization defines the process if sharing experiences and thus creating 

tacit knowledge such as mental models and technical skills. The tacit 

knowledge can also be obtained using language through observation, 

imitation and practice. This quadrant is also known as tacit-to-tacit quadrant 

where the managing member of the organization discusses and learns about 

the latest process difficulties with one of his colleagues. 

 

 Externalization is the process if articulating tacit knowledge in the form of 

explicit concepts, taking the shapes of metaphors, analogies, concepts, 

hypothesis or models. This quadrant is explained as tacit-to-explicit where the 

engineer inside an organization jots down his thoughts describing on how to 

solve the difficulties based on his previous experience. 

 

 Combination is a process where the concepts are systemized by combining 

different bodies of explicit knowledge. This knowledge is then transferred 

through media such as documents, meetings and also in the form of electronic 

mail conversations. This process leads to the formation of new knowledge. 

This quadrant is called explicit-to-explicit quadrant where the production 

supervisor in the organization thus reads the shared knowledge by the means 

and used the solution to resolve the problem in his current operating 

procedures. 

 

 Internalization is the final quadrant where the explicit knowledge is 

converted into tacit knowledge and which is closely related to learning. This 

quadrant is also called the explicit-to-tacit phase where the solution that is 

implemented would be made into a standard operating procedure inside the 

organization. 

 

                              Figure 1: SECI Model (J.C Coetzee, W.S.B Van Beek (2012)) 

 

                                              

The above figure proves that the knowledge that is transferred is dependent upon the 

transfer of common understanding from the knower to the user. Common 

understanding consists of the contexts and experience which is expressed in a 

culturally understood framework. 



 

 

 

2.2.1 What is Knowledge Management? 

According to Jennex (2005) knowledge management is defined as the practice of 

selectively applying knowledge from previous experiences of decision making to 

current and future decision-making activities with the express purpose of improving 

the organization’s effectiveness. He also viewed the system of knowledge 

management as system created which facilitates the capture, storage, retrieval and 

reuse of knowledge. The purpose of knowledge management is to holistically 

combine the solutions that are related to technical and organizational point of views 

with a goal to achieve the reuse and retention of knowledge to improve 

organizational and individual decision making. In some organizations knowledge 

management is like a document management system. In some other organizations 

they can be used to manage only unstructured knowledge. This may meet the 

demands of an organization but knowledge management is a structure that would 

not handle unstructured knowledge only. However, a better understanding of 

knowledge management is obtained by the incorporation of concepts related to 

Organizational memory (OM) and Organizational learning (OL). Jennex and Olfman 

(2002) found that there were three areas related and have a direct impact on 

organizational effectiveness. It is defined as how well the organization does those 

activities critical to producing what the organization sells. Organizational learning is 

a process in which the organization learns better ways to make activities better. OL 

is not always in a positive direction inside an organization. It can positive, negative 

or neutral. The feedback that is thus provided to the organization is influenced by 

how the change in effectiveness is. Knowledge management and organizational 

memory are basically needed to identify and capture the critical knowledge inside an 

organization. Inside an organization KM is done by the workers to identify the 

knowledge aspects and also to formulate a method to capture it. All three KM, OM and 

OL are interlinked which is shown in the figure below. 

 

         Figure 2: Relationship between KM/OM/OL (Murray E. Jennex (2005)) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2.2.2 Knowledge management framework 

According to Nonaka (1998), Davenport and Prusak (2000) and various authors the 
knowledge of workers is the emphasis within the new economy and has become the 
focus of management in modern organizations. According to Squier (2006), the 
challenge in managing the knowledge assets of the organization introduces a new 
business philosophy, namely KM. KM, in turn, aims at connecting people to people 
and people to information. Most importantly, Coetzee et al. (2011) concluded that a 
noteworthy 79 per cent of the respondents in their research agreed that an 
organization’s core competencies reside in the minds of a few key employees. On the 
other hand, Steyn (2003) states that the technology explosion has misled some 
organizations into believing that technology could replace the knowledge and skills 
of an experienced person. This narrow focus could have far-reaching and long-term 
negative implications for the sustainable competitive advantage of companies. In 
addition, Coetzee et al. (2004) found that 93 per cent of the respondents disagreed 
that technology could replace the skills and experience of an employee. Therefore, 
the present study argues that knowledge resides in people’s minds and not in 
technology. In an attempt to address the underlying issue of retaining tacit 
knowledge within the industry the main objective is the promotion of a practical KM 
framework. 

In order to facilitate knowledge sharing activities within an organization, Von Krogh 
et al. (2000) proposed five general enablers for knowledge creation:  

 Introduce a knowledge vision  
 Manage the conversation  
 Maximize the efficiency of talented employees in order to mediate their tacit 

knowledge between what is and what should be  
 Create the correct context for knowledge creation  
 Globalize the tacit knowledge within a specific unit with the rest of the units 

in the organization. 

Similarly, Chaffey and Wood (2005) describe the European Framework of KM, which 
portrays a holistic view of the business processes, knowledge processes, and 
capabilities required to support knowledge management. The framework offers a 
perspective on KM that places organizational business processes at the core. Chaffey 
and Wood further note that businesses should understand how knowledge adds 
value to business performance and place emphasis on the inclusion of all participants. 
Five main processes, referred to as the processing life cycle, according to Chaffey and 
Wood, are as follows:  

 Identify knowledge required as well as the knowledge gap that needs to be 
closed  

 Innovation is vital and knowledge can be created through training, learning, 
doing, and problem-solving  

 Store knowledge, memorized and tacit, in documents or databases  
 Share knowledge between the right people, at the appropriate time, via 

documents and databases  
 Apply knowledge in order to make correct decisions. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

2.2.3 KM approaches and strategies: 

In general, a KM strategy should be aligned with the corporate business objectives 
and activities; it also needs to enable all elements of the knowledge processing 
lifecycle and it should be balanced between individual and organizational capabilities 
(Chaffey and Wood). In research by Kruger and Snyman (2005), it was concluded that 
business strategies and KM strategies should feed upon each other and need to work 
interdependently. Knowledge should drive strategy and KM should be driven by 
strategy. Therefore, before launching a KM programme, one needs to return to 
strategy and the governance thereof. According to Villalba (2006), KM strategies 
enforce a lifelong perspective of learning that promotes constant opportunities for 
skills development and learning, both formal and informal. However, the various KM 
strategies as frameworks have not addressed management’s role to retain or lock the 
tacit knowledge within the organization. 

Alvesson and Kärreman (2001) found four orientations to KM: Extended library 
(information exchange), Community (sharing of ideas), Normative control 
(prescribed interpretations) and Enacted blueprints (templates for action).These KM 
approaches have resulted in three broad types of KM models, namely knowledge 
category models (categories knowledge into discrete elements), intellectual capital 
models (knowledge viewed as an asset) and social constructed models (knowledge 
intertwined with organizational social and learning processes). McAdam and 
McCreedy (1999) tried to reconcile the two main KM approaches, scientific and 
socially constructed, with a balanced approach resulting in both employee 
emancipation and business benefits. This balanced act is a socio-technical 
perspective to an organizational knowledge management system (OKMS) which 
emphasizes KM contribution to creating sustainable competitive advantage through 
continuous organizational learning (Meso and Smith 2000).Such an OK/MS would be 
the KPMG model of KM that stresses a clear link  between business objectives and the 
KM strategy supported by an effective KM infrastructure encompassing KM 
processes, people management, a sharing culture and enabling technologies. 

 

Figure 3: Knowledge Management Approach (Peter Meso, Robert Smith 

(2000)) 

 

 



 

 

Organizations could pursue two main types of KM strategies, codification 
and personalization, reflecting their competitive strategies (Hansen et al. 1999).  A 
codification strategy focuses mainly on a people-to-documents approach that permits 
extensive knowledge reuse towards providing a standardized product or service.  
Organizations pursuing this strategy invest heavily in information technology, as 
their main goal is to connect people with reusable codified knowledge. Organizations 
pursuing a personalization strategy offer customized solutions based on their 
employees’ in-depth expertise. There is moderate investment in information 
technology since the main goal is to facilitate conversation and exchange tacit 
knowledge by connecting people with people.  

According to Uit Beijerse (2000), knowledge management strategy is very important 

to evaluate the knowledge and also the remains of the primary mechanism of 

managing it inside an organization. The secondary mechanism is the structure while 

the third organizational procedure is the culture. This is characterized by the 

flexibility, and the inclination of taking risks.  

 

        Figure 4: knowledge Management Process (Uit Beijerse, R. (2000)) 

 

Other top ten strategies of knowledge management that are adopted: 

 Share responsibility for collecting and transferring appropriate knowledge. 

 Systematically capture relevant external benchmarked knowledge 

 Organize internal learning events, including strategic reviews on the 

competitive environment, system audits to review effectiveness, internal 

benchmarking reports and symposia that bring together customers, suppliers 

and experts. 

 Instill creativity and innovation through small-scale experiments with 

feedback, reward imaginative and risky effort, as well as to encourage 

brainstorming of multiple ideas to produce one good idea. 

 Encourage and reward innovation. 

 Train staff in appropriate knowledge storage and retrieval. 

 Maximize knowledge transfer across boundaries through job rotation and 

team mixing. 

 Develop a knowledge coded and stored database around organizational values 

and leaning needs. 



 

 

 

 Create mechanisms for collecting and storing leaning. Knowledge 

development is included in the personnel evaluation process. 

So in general, the activities and corporate business objectives should always be 

aligned with the knowledge management strategy. The communalities between 

various frameworks and models of knowledge management within them is similar. 

And importantly business strategy is always most aligned with the knowledge 

management strategy. So the main objective of capturing tacit knowledge would be 

by 

 Elaborating the concepts of tacit knowledge 

 Identifying the process and the methods to transfer the knowledge 

 What would be the consequences of losing tacit knowledge? 

 

2.2.4 KM Process and enabling technologies 

There should be appropriate processes in place to make sure that the right 
knowledge is available when and where it is required in the organization. Hence the 
four generic KM processes of generating, organizing, developing and distributing 
knowledge incorporating the core KM building blocks - knowledge identification, 
knowledge acquisition, knowledge development, knowledge sharing and 
distribution, knowledge utilization and knowledge retention – would be required for 
effective KM. For Alaviand Leidner (2001) there are five elements of knowledge 
transfer to consider: (1) perceived value of the source unit’s knowledge, (2) 
motivational disposition of the source to share knowledge (3) availability and wealth 
of diffusion channels, (4) motivational disposition of the receiving unit to acquire 
knowledge from the source, and (5) the absorptive capacity of the receiving unit. 

According to Despres and Chauvel (2000), KM is primarily a people and process issue, 
supported by information and communication technologies (ICT). Technology will 
provide the means for people to organize, store and access explicit knowledge, and 
connecting people with people so that they can share tacit knowledge. Alavi and 
Leidner (2001) found three common applications (1) coding and sharing of best 
practices, (2) creating corporate knowledge directories, and (3) creating knowledge 
networks, in support of KM processes through the use of platform technologies 
(Intranet, groupware and communication technologies) and others (data mining, 
learning tools, electronic bulletin boards, knowledge repositories, databases, 
discussion forums, knowledge directories, expert systems and workflow systems) 

 

2.2.5 Lean product development: 

Lean Product development is of main importance to almost all the companies in this 

world. It is originated from Toyota. Lean product development is a practical approach 

for accelerating time to market through aggressive waste elimination in planning 

resource management, design control, and interdisciplinary communication. Waste 

is mainly described as a non-valued adding activity, that did not contribute with any 

value for the customer. The basic three elements of lean product development 

comprise: 

 



 

 

 

1. Driving waste out of product development process. 

2. Improving the way projects are executed. 

3. Visualizing the product development process. 

In order to have an effective production some of the guidelines should be followed in 

an effective way. According to James M. Morgan and Jeffrey K. Liker, some important 

guidelines followed in Toyota: 

1. To establish customer defined value to separate value added from waste. 

2. Usage of powerful tools for standardization and organizational learning. 

3. Building culture support excellence and relentless improvement. 

4. Building learning and continuous improvement. 

5. Develop a chief engineer system to integrate development from start to finish. 

6. Develop towering competence in all engineers. 

7. To create level product development process flow. 

8. Align the organization through simple visual communication. 

9. Building a cultural support excellence and relentless improvement. 

10. To adapt technologies to fit people and process. 

 

2.2.6 Why is lean product development important? 

The importance of using Lean product development, according to Oosterwal, 2010, 

he describes that the implementation of lean production inside the company the 

development time was reduced by half, and the product development output rate 

increased by four times. He further implies that the number of new products released 

in a year increased drastically. He uses an example of Harley Davidson who is quite 

successful in implementing the lean production system inside their company. 

According to the author the new products released was about 0.74 models/year 

during the traditional time to 4.6 models/year after their successful implementation 

of Lean product development. Even other authors Morgan & Liker (2006) and 

Kennedy et al. (2008) also describe about the shorter development time. According 

to the literature review done by Martinez Leon & Farris (2011) lean product 

development have seven perspectives. They are mainly based on Performance, 

Decision, Process-Modelling, Strategy, Supplier/Partnership, Knowledge Networks 

and the Lean Manufacturing Domain. In this area all the authors usually summarize 

the existing research with the perspective to emphasize the primary importance of 

learning in an organization and for achieving the competitive advantage. He also adds 

that the organizational learning is the primary goal for the lean product development. 

2.2.7 Learning process: 

The core feature of successfully transferring knowledge and reusing it is through a 

learning process.  According to Prusak (2001) he says that “if organizations can 

manage the learning process better, then they can become more efficient”. He shows 

that he was a sharpshooter in his ideas. But on the note the most appropriate leaning 

process is nothing other than a way to structure the tacit knowledge and express it 

effectively and convincingly to the recipients (Tang, Mu, & MacLauchlan, 2010). This 

will also have an impact in the involvement of the recipients to get the knowledge. On 

the course of the years’ different types of learning models were proposed out of which 

the “Learning Pyramid” by the Institute of Applied and Behavioral Science is the 



 

 

famous one. The scientific model is based on learning theory, which suggests the 

when people are actively involved in learning process they learn their best. The figure 

of Learning Pyramid is shown below. In the pyramid top area represents the primary 

methods that are related to the transfer of knowledge that are shallow and is so called 

explicit, while the below part is about the transfer of knowledge which is deep, also 

called as tacit knowledge. 

 

       Figure 5: Knowledge Management Pyramid (James M. Morgan (2006)) 

 

 

2.2.8 LAMDA Model 

The LAMDA model which is the abbreviation of Look-Ask-Model-Discuss-Act, is one 

of the learning process used by Toyota motors corporation for building up an 

understanding and for the reusability of tacit knowledge and thus documenting the 

results and the learning process. It was developed for problem solving from 

frameworks that is derived from Shewhart cycle: PDCA model. LAMDA model can 

look like PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) depending on the way it is viewed. The LAMDA 

process is a cyclic and a continuous process. The LAMDA model was further 

developed by Ward to close the gaps that were missing. 

Look:   

 It means finding physically to the source. Like looking directly at the problem and 

learning from the practical experience achieved by working directly on it. 

Ask:  

know about the root cause if the problem. This involves in asking questions like “why” 

or “when” the problem occurred until the source is found. 

Model:  

This involves in findings of alternatives that will help to solve the problem root cause. 

This includes the usage of trade off curves, graphics and pictures to visualize and to 

avoid misinterpretations. 

Discuss: 

This is concerned about the discussion. This basically involves the understanding of 

the problem and thus evaluating the models to keep looking for alternatives and to 

plan on how it can be implemented inside. 



 

 

Act: 

After the problem is identified and the strategies are found then it should be 

implemented and then the results should be verified if the plan that was made is 

perfect or needs changes. If it is a success, then the plan or the strategy should be 

standardized and the action plan should be decided. 

 

    Figure 6: THE LAMDA CYCLE AND PDCA MODEL (James M. Morgan (2006)) 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.9 The Value Stream in Product Development: 

In Lean process, capturing the tacit knowledge is very important that is the 

knowledge that can be reused inside an organization and to make it grow. According 

to Womack & Jones (2003) a value stream is defined as all the specific activities 

required to bring a specific product through the three main tasks of any business. 

 The problem-solving task which involves the stages from initial development 

of concepts, design details and engineering to the final launch of the product. 

 The information management task which involves from the point where the 

order for the product is acquired till the detailed schedule for delivery of the 

product. 

 The physical transformation task which involves form raw materials to the 

final end finished product in the hands if a customer. 

Kennedy, Harmon & Minnock (2008) mapped the Lean product development model 

that had only two value streams. One which was a product value stream and the other 

was a knowledge value stream. The product value stream involves knowledge related 

to the development process of a new product. It has all the tools necessary to create 

a new product like example drawings, bill of materials and manufacturing systems. 

Thus the product value stream is specific for each project. In the knowledge value 

stream, the capturing of knowledge is done using different tools (trade-off curves, 



 

 

check sheets, A3-reports etc.). For every development of new projects, the knowledge 

on the product that is gained is always reused in the upcoming projects. 

 

 

     Figure 7: The Product Development Value Streams (Kennedy, M. (2008)) 

  

 

2.2.10 Limitations in Knowledge Management: 

As per all the research it is concluded that KM management is the most integral part 

of an organization. Many companies are willing to pay huge sums of money to perfect 

the knowledge management strategies inside their firm. According to Du Plessis 

(2005) the implementations of knowledge management may provide the following 

advantages 1) Help organization solve problems and helps to increase the 

opportunity size. 2) improve the innovative capacity. 3) helps to reduce costs. 4) help 

in making decisions. 5) improve the productivity of the employees. 6) helps to 

facilitate collaboration. 7) reduce the negative impact linked to loss of tacit 

knowledge. 

However, there are a few limitations in knowledge management that companies must 

consider when planning and implementing it. According to Ben Moussa (2009) he 

says that “it is more personal and related to distinct attitudes and behaviors held by 

users adopting KM system” (Ben Moussa, 2009, p. 902). Some other barriers in 

knowledge management are: 

1. of a company becomes unrealistic when they feel that only technology will 

help in knowledge sharing. 

2. Neglect ion during conversion Expectations of expert’s knowledge to explicit 

knowledge. 

3. Usage of inappropriate technologies that does not match with the needs of the 

employees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

    Table 1: Summary of the collection of available PD tools, methods and   

                                                       Knowledge aspects    

 

 

 

 

 Tools &  Summery  Main knowledge aspects  Incl. in 
 

 Methods        survey? 
 

            
 

 LAMDA /PDCA   The process of Look, Ask,   Is a learning process to   Yes  
 

    Model, Discuss, Act, and Plan,   e.g. gain more knowledge.     
 

    Do, Check, Act.        
 

 Check sheets  Review design decisions and  Standardize knowledge.  Yes 
 

    update it.       
 

 A3s   Document, visualize and   Documentation of   Yes  
 

    communicate on a single sheet   learning and a problem     
 

    of paper.   solving method.     
 

 Set-based design  Multiple concepts are generated  Capture knowledge and  Yes 
 

    in parallel and systematic  learnings early in the    
 

    elimination of the weakest  process.    
 

    concepts.       
 

 Trade-off   A curve showing, according to   
Store best-known 
solutions   Yes  

 

 Curves   the companies’ best practices,   and thereby reuse     
 

    feasible design regarding two   knowledge for future     
 

    parameters.   project.     
 

            
 

 Kaizen  A strive for continuous  Making sure more  No 
 

    improvements.  knowledge in the    
 

       organization is gained.    
 

 Hansei   Meeting or event for reflection   Learn from “what went   Yes  
 

    and discussions about failures   right” and “what went     
 

    and how to prevent those   wrong” and Facilitate     
 

    failures to reoccur.   organizational learning.     
 

 Root Cause  Systematic tools to get to the  Learn the root cause and  Yes 
 

 Analysis  root cause of problems.  thereby get a deeper    
 

       insight to the real    
 

       problem.    
 

 Brainstorming   Informal meetings of   Learn with and from each   Yes  
 

 Camps   discussion held to solve   other.     
 

    difficult problems.        
 

 Visual Planning  Visual planning, often of  Visualize and share  No 
 

    resources with help of sticky  knowledge about each    
 

    notes on large visual boards.  other’s daily activities.    
 

    A room for information   Facilitating for employees   Yes  
 

 

Obeya 
  

gathering, information 
  

to access to information 
     

         
 

    management and visual   and knowledge.     
 

    management placed on the        
 

    walls        
 



 

 

 

2.3 White collar perspective 

Stamp (1995) summarized eight important aspects of white collar work: “Surfacing 

and aligning values and vision,” “Thinking strategically,” “Focusing key resources, at 

the same time maintaining flexibility,” “Managing priorities,” “Measuring 

performance,” “Accepting ownership, responsibility and accountability,” 

“Influencing, while maintaining interpersonal awareness,” and “Continually 

improving people, products and processes”. There is a normal thinking that white 

collar worker may perform blue collar task and vice versa. Hopp and Van Oyen (2004) 

defined a task as a process that brings together labor, entities and resources to 

accomplish a specified objective. In this highly general definition, labor refers to 

workers (e.g., machinist, doctor, cashier, banker). An entity represents the job being 

worked on (e.g., part, patient, customer, financial transaction). Resources include 

anything used by labor to carry out the activity of the task, such as equipment (e.g., 

machines, computers), technology (e.g., algorithms, infrastructure systems), and 

intellectual property (e.g., books, reports, outside expertise). 

For our purposes, whether a task is classified as blue or white collar depends on how 

it is characterized along two dimensions: 

1. Intellectual vs. Physical: White collar tasks mainly involve using knowledge as 

a dominant element in generating ideas, processes or solutions (Davenport 

and Prusak 2002), while blue collar tasks mainly involve physical labor to 

perform a mechanical transformation of a material object. 
 

Figure 8: White Collar Perspective (Davenport, T. and Prusak, L. (2008))  

 

 

2.4 KM Research 

2.4.1 MODEL 1 

To find the answers for this a research survey was conducted within a pyro 

metallurgical industry in south Africa and the results on how to manage the 

knowledge and its framework was released.  

 

For their survey two primary research questions were employed to determine the 

importance of knowledge management inside the company. The research questions 

were: 



 

 

1. In the event that one of your key employees gives a notice and you cannot 

convince him or her to stay. What will you do to tap into his tacit knowledge 

before he or she leaves the organization? 

2. In your view, what systems must be in place to ensure that the tacit knowledge 

of key individuals embedded within the organization? 

 

The survey was taken among 38 engineers and managers representing six major pyro 

metallurgical companies in South Africa and the findings were published.   

According to the survey it was concluded that 42 percent of the industry did not have 

any idea on KM strategy. 16 percent of the respondents had opinions on KM strategy 

working in terms of the business strategy and knowledge management strategy link 

and 37 percent of the respondents had the indication that it was not linked. 

Using this basic statistics, they imposed different questions related to knowledge 

management and different results were obtained. 

Droege and Hoobler (2003) suggested that in order to have the employees inside the 

organization motivated a reward system can be introduced. When an employee tries 

to mentor his mentor a few people below rewards can be given to them. When a study 

was conducted on this particular method it was found that 79 percent people said 

that they were not given any rewards for sharing their knowledge to their fellow 

employees and 13 percent people said they were being rewarded for mentoring or 

sharing their knowledge. 

When questions were imposed regarding the implementation of mentorship 

program inside the company 45 percent of the people said that it was implemented, 

but only 24 percent of the people felt that it was working while 26 percent of the 

people responded that they did not have any internship program. 

To study about the aspect of tacit knowledge the researchers identified three aspects 

of tacit knowledge management. The first aspect questions if the organization wants 

the employee working to write down or record the tacit knowledge before they quit 

their positions in the company. The second aspect was regarding the shadowing of 

employees. It was found that no major pyro metallurgical industries had shadowing 

system on their notice period. In the third aspect was that the past employees 

working inside the organization can be hired back as consultants to provide tacit 

knowledge to other people. 

On the final results of the survey it was indicated that knowledge management was 

an important aspect in an organization. Out of the whole survey that was conducted 

68percent of people said that they would like to implement KM inside their 

organization. KM is such an important factor that different concepts were generated 

to make it successfully work in a company. The best example is the “Train to be 

promoted” concept where the promotions would be given to employees depending 

on number of subordinates they mentor works efficiently when implemented. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

How to implement KM using a framework? 

At end of the survey a framework to implement KM successfully was proposed which 

is shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 18: Knowledge Management Framework (J.C Coetzee, W.S.B Van Beek 

(2012)) 

  

 

 

PHASE 1: 

During a phase one a strategy to conserve tacit knowledge inside the company is to 

be established. To prepare a strategy that would work efficiently, a SWOT analysis 

should be performed inside the company. The SWOT analysis is basically a study 

undertaken by the organization to understand the four main aspects (Strengths, 

Weakness, Opportunities and Threats) of a project or with respect to an organization. 

Once the analysis is done, the key strategic points would be identified. The 

management will also decide if the plan would be made inside the organization or 

outside consultants would be hired to do the work effectively. 

PHASE 2: 

In the next phase the purpose of tacit knowledge inside the company should be made 

clear to the people working. This would be done by spreading the importance of KM 

and their strategies. They have to make the employees clearly understand why tacit 

knowledge is important and how KM strategies will help conserving the tacit 

knowledge inside the company efficiently. 

 

 



 

 

PHASE 3: 

Next some points should be made to facilitate knowledge transfer 

 Conducting activities related to benchmarking and networking. 

 Introducing different forums. 

 Documenting all the procedures for future usage. 

 By checking that everything needed for the strategies are available. 

PHASE 4: 

Once the important elements required are identified then the next phase starts where 

the key personnel who will be in charge for actively managing the tacit knowledge 

should be identified. This means that the managers should identify the key 

individuals who hold tacit knowledge and try to extract the knowledge from them 

before they resign or leave the company. 

PHASE 5: 

Once all the key people have been noted, the managers then have to find a link 

between the key people from whom the knowledge would be transferred and the 

receiving people who would be acquiring them. The connecting between them like if 

the receiving engineer is talented enough to learn in a fast pace and if he can help to 

transfer the knowledge he acquired to other people or is the person from whom the 

tacit knowledge is transferred is efficient enough to teach more people at once. 

PHASE 6: 

In the next stage the methods on how the tacit knowledge transfer is encouraged 

among the people is to be identified. And even the time criteria for transferring the 

knowledge should also be explained to the people involved. During the initial stage a 

two-hour session per week between the manager, individual and the receiver should 

be established. Reward systems can also be proposed to encourage people to take 

part in the initiative of transferring the tacit knowledge. Thus the importance of 

knowledge transfer should be made aware to all the people working. 

PHASE 7: 

Once all the other phases are successfully identified and implemented the last phase 

is to keep all the remaining phases to run smoothly and continue working. This is 

done by establishing reviews and appointing a committee panel who will be 

overlooking the entire process and make changes in the work phase if needed. This 

would also strengthen the teamwork inside the workplace and would have a better 

relation and understanding between the people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Summarization 

Thus on summarizing the common practices to capture the tacit knowledge that 

should be followed in the company based on the above study: 

• Most employees proposed ‘Train to be promoted concept’ and ‘management 

by walk-about’ concept. 

• Documenting experience and learnings from previous projects into a manual 

for all engineers. 

• Appointing a suitable person or mentor for knowledge management.  

• Track task completion status in RPS system for performance measurement.  

• Provide more space to describe the contents on the header as detail as 

possible.  

• Conduct workshops before start of development to improve and standardise 

work practices.  

• Shadowing of employees during their notice period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3 Research Methodology 

” In the general context, Research is defined as any conscious premeditated inquiry- 
any investigation which seems to increase one’s knowledge of a given situation” 
(Goldhor 1972, p.7). 

” In this context of applied fields, research is a process of trying to gain a better 
understanding of human interactions. Through systematic means, the researcher 
gathers information about actions and interactions, reflects on their meaning, arrives 
at and evaluates conclusions, and eventually puts forward an interpretation.” 
(Marshall and Rossman 1995, p.15) 

The research questions formulated to achieve the objectives are answered 
thoroughly only through adopting a suitable and stable research methodology and 
this in turn makes the solutions more feasible and reliable. This methodology 
provides a structured pattern of work process throughout the research study. It 
comprises of a research model and a strategy to engage the model.  

3.1 Research model 

The first and most influencing step in the research work is that, the field of research 

study has to be clearly defined and classified so as to choose an appropriate model or 

combination of models. It is important that the theme of different set of research 

styles match with the core principles of the study and the characteristic features of 

the elements of the study. To ensure this, the task of defining the character of each 

constituent of the investigation needs to be given utmost detail. 

The data, focus groups, research questions and internal cases should represent a pre-

defined trait as per the standards of a traditional research work. Similarly, a set of 

standard styles of research methods are categorized for suiting the conventional type 

of elements that can be generated from any research work. 

3.2 Research design 

The two main types of design in research study are the positivist (quantitative style) 

and the interprets (qualitative style). The positivist style is inclined towards 

generating hypothesis and testing them through data collection and analysis 

techniques. The interpretivist style emphasis on approaches to individual enquiries 

based on the initial assumptions. Either one of these designs form the basis of design 

for any research work. 

3.2.1 Interpretivist research design 

In this design, the primary focus is given to observe, understand and interpret the 

different realities or perspectives of various participants within the same scenario. 

Interpretivist researchers therefore needs to provide some opportunity for the 

participants to comment on the recordings made on their work practices. This 

research design is mainly based on inductive reasoning where the data is collected, 

analyzed and insight obtained without imposing pre-existing expectations (Patton 

1990, p.44), and then the researchers develop concepts and proposals from the 

patterns in the data (Reneker 1993, p.499). 



 

 

According to this design the researchers undertake literature studies to understand 

the background and basic concepts involved in the research thesis and then based on 

their interpretation of the problem, research questions are framed and accordingly a 

strategy for collection and analysis of data is planned. It also gives the privilege of 

reframing the research questions and therefore the data collection techniques for the 

subsequent stages, based on the revelations of the initial stage. This design 

emphasizes on the need of iterative model for a problem based on social construct, 

as given in the figure. 

Characteristics: 

 Intensive study in detail of the individual case as undertaken in a case study. 
 Generalization of theories are not preferred. 
 Replication or repitation of a research model is mostly not possible. 
 Sample size tends to be small and impersonate purposive sampling. 

Figure 11: Interpretivist Research Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3.3 Research strategy 

Since the main objective of the research thesis involves identifying, capturing and 

recording tacit data which is implicit by nature, the data is going to be treated as 

qualitative and therefore the collection and analysis techniques are supposed to be 

accordingly. The requirement to achieve the objective clearly directs that the initial 

data collection techniques to be used are unstructured interviews, questionnaires 

and reading the transcripts and understanding them.   

Case study describes the relationship which exists in reality, usually within a single 

organization. It is usually helpful to detect, develop, and refine frames of references. 

It captures the local situation with greater detail and with respect to more variables. 

Performing case studies helps to validate an explanation in a system environment. 

Hence case studies are the best assessment methodology to analyze the results of a 

working system. The system development method in information system research 

can be chosen as the optimum method to incorporate all the techniques as it involves 

all three steps of; concept building, system building and system evaluation.  

But given the present time frame and the current scenario at the organization it is not 

realistic to conduct a complete system building and evaluation. Therefore, it was 

decided to adopt a methodology comprising of combinations of different techniques 

that best suits the current requirement and limitations. 

Hence with the progress of the project it was realized and decided that there was a 

need to adopt a final methodology similar to Action research model of research 

method. This method has two constituents: action in practice and knowledge 

generation through rigorous research. It is the most appropriate research method to 

bring about improvement of practice or to propose solutions to existing practical 

problems by excavating knowledge within the organization and reflecting on them. 

This need for critical reflection has shaped action research into a cyclic methodology. 

 

                Figure 12: Action Research Diagram (Williamson, K. (2002)) 

 

 



 

 

The research usually begins with the initial reflection of the problem description and 

is led into the cycle. Detailed critical reflection and corresponding planning for 

adaptability and feasibility form the basis of each cycles. The action of subsequent 

cycles is established based on the best proposals generated after reflecting on 

previous cycles and the responses for these actions are collected through a set of 

techniques for further reflections. In this manner, action research is designed in detail 

and adopted throughout the research. 

An effective Action research method tends to be: 

 Cyclic- Similar steps recur in similar sequence 
 Participative- The choice and contribution of participants will determine the 

extent to which the information is captured and practice is improved. 
 Qualitative- It deals with human interaction issues, such as disagreements and 

differences in practices and communication management. 
 Reflective-  Reflecting and retouring on the collected data,” How do we know 

that the practices and solutions that are proposed are appropriate in 
practice?” 

The following map was maintained as the strategy to conduct the research for 

developing a set of proposals, altering the current process to achieve most effective 

knowledge transfer. 

 

Figure 13: Research Strategy Map 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3.4 Research Methods applied in the project 

The current chapter consist of the methods that were utilized to successfully proceed 

towards achieving the objective of the research work. Initial effort was invested to 

understand the underlying concepts in this situation. Secondly the situation was 

evaluated in detail through the use of data collection techniques like unstructured 

interviews, case studies and virtual tour of the Rapid management system. Then 

proposals and models were generated to counter the negative effects in the 

development process. Later the feasibility of these models were checked to be adapted 

in the current process. 

 

3.4.1 Literature studies 

Literature study has been one of the crucial methods and has been performed at 
various stages of the project work. Initially much focus was given to Lean product 
development and basic KM concepts to understand the value of product knowledge. 
As the research progressed and more data about the development procedures was 
collected and challenges understood, the focus of literature was to search for similar 
industrial complications and determine how it was being handled. Later when the 
needs were fine-tuned through session of data collection, the literature was carried 
to obtain a feasible, sustainable and adaptable solutions. Literature from Toyota 
production systems and KM journal was used initially and later JU tool called” 
Scopus” was used to obtain specific articles. 

 

3.4.2 Studying the company 

The main motive was to understand the work procedures being followed at the 
development stages of the product, particular at the engineering change stage and 
link it to the research in such a way so as to answer the research questions framed in 
the section 1.2. To achieve this different styles of data collection were incorporated. 
Every session of data collection was preceded and followed by a narrative discussion 
with our mentor in new product development department. The purpose of these 
discussions were to set the platform and theme for the subsequent level of data 
collection and derive conclusions for each. These discussions were handy in 
observing and understanding the needs from the department’s perspective.  

Though data collection at the company was primarily oriented with the new product 
development department, it also concerns engineers from the production 
department and the tool department as they are the main enablers of knowledge 
transfer in the domain of interest for the research project. The interview sessions 
were conducted with four different role players or stakeholders engaged in this stage 
of product development.  

This included: 

 The mentor and coordinator of the research project from the new product 
development department. This is the technical product manager and is 
generally responsible for technical innovation of the products.  



 

 

 The project manager from the same department has the role of decision 
making and supervising, hence creating the atmosphere for the cross-
functional team to work together. 

  The production manager whose role in this context is affiliated with initiating 
and ordering the engineering change request, and maintaining and tracking 
the process using the rapid maintenance system until its completion. 

 The production supervisor from the tool department, whose role in this 
context is the manager for the shop floor workers and works with close 
quarters with engineering change note issued during prototype production or 
for tool change. 

 

Interviews 

The initial interview was conducted as a convergent interviewing style of information 
collection so as to obtain the detailed needs of the product development department 
and the significance of the research corresponding to the current work practices 
being followed at a particular stage of product development. The mentor for the 
research from the new product development department was the interviewee and he 
was allowed to talk about the background of the problem, the possible ways to go 
about solving it, the specifics of the expectations and the constraints involved. This 
begins with open ended questions and helps to determine what is important and 
what is not to the research goals and eventually helped to frame the initial research 
questions. Similar such interviews were conducted with further interviewees 
considering the research questions as the theme of the interviews. The 
disagreements of the interviewees were discussed and their agreements were 
critically reflected for converging the issue and providing proposals for the 
subsequent cycles of action research. 

 

Delphi technique 

Individual face to face interviews were facilitated once the objective was converged, 
to build consensus between the different department engineers involved. This 
technique also helps in preserving the anonymity of the respondents so that they can 
provide reliable responses without the fear of being judged by their colleagues. This 
kind of setup was also effective in discussing the proposals with individuals holding 
different roles and their disagreement were analyzed upon and feedback with second 
round of questionnaires. In this technique only the researcher holds all the individual 
discussions and data’s. Then the whole group have discussed the issues and decided 
on priorities, and individuals were open to alter their version of disagreements. This 
led to reaching to a consensus among various stakeholders involved in the process.  

 

Case study 

Furthermore, it was required to proactively asses the platform of the work practices, 
to bring about any feasible changes or alterations to the corporate process that would 
enable critical knowledge transfer. According to Yin 1994, p.13, case study is an 
empirical enquiry that investigates the contemporary phenomenon within its real life 
context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not 
clearly evident. Case study is the most successful and appropriate technique for 
understanding of how and why the processes are pursued in a social setting. It 



 

 

emphasizes on understanding the contexts of action and helps to determine the 
influence of individual’s experience and behavior on work practices. In this type of 
data collection, the researcher assumes the role of observer and does not actively 
participate in the interactions.  

Case study is an incredible tool to provide an insight into unstructured data in the 
form of responses, disagreements and discussions collected through the previous 
interviews. Hence this technique was employed at the end of the strategy. This 
proved as a validation methodology for the proposals generated in the previous 
cycles and the concerns of the research. Since the work practices discussed here are 
product development standards, single-case designs are sufficient to allow collection 
of all the necessary characteristics.  

The case study was conducted to investigate the process involved in ordering 
engineering change and how it is being implemented and documented through the 
Rapid management system. 

 

Table 2: Interview Techniques applied 

Designation Responsibility Technique and 
Frequency 

Results 

Technical product 
manager/ mentor 
for the thesis 

Technical 
innovation 

Convergent 
interviewing – 2 
Delphi technique -1 
Case study -1 

Specifics of the 
problem. 
Knowledge on the 
gaps in the current 
working practice. 
Feedback on 
suggestions. 

Project manager Decision making, 
manages the cross 
functional team 

Convergent 
interviewing - 1 
Delphi technique - 1 

Expectations from 
the  knowledge 
management effort. 

Production 
manager 

Initiating and 
validating the 
engineering change 
request 

Convergent 
interviewing - 1 
Delphi technique - 2 

Flow of the 
development 
process. 
Feedback on 
suggestions. 

Production 
supervisor 

Manages shop floor 
and need for tool 
change 

Convergent 
interviewing - 1 
Delphi technique - 2 

Difficulties in 
existing techniques. 
Feedback on 
suggestions. 

 

3.5 Reliability and Validation of study  

Reliability and validity are the concepts used for testing the trustworthiness of the 
research study. It is an information filtering technique used to check and maintain 
the quality of the data collected through the qualitative methods. It is an exquisite 
procedure to be considered so that the desirable result is obtained without any 
complications. According to Patton (2001) the validity and reliability are two 
criteria’s which any qualitative researcher should be concerned about while 
designing a study, analyzing results and judging the quality of the study. This focus 
leads to the question that “How can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences that 
the research findings of an inquiry are worth paying attention to?" (Lincoln & Guba, 



 

 

1985, p. 290). To be more specific with the term of reliability in qualitative research, 
Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 300) use “dependability”, in qualitative research which 
closely corresponds to the notion of “reliability” in quantitative research. The 
consistency of data will be achieved when the steps of the research are verified 
through examination of such items as raw data, data reduction products, and process 
notes (Campbell, 1996). 

Triangulation methods are conventional strategy for improving the reliability and 
validity of qualitative data. Triangulation is an approach of combining different 
methods of data collection and analysis in order to counter and evaluate the effects 
of bias and perceptions and to establish valid propositions. In a qualitative 
environment, reliability and validity relies on the multiple perceptions of the single 
reality. 

Another technique which is closely related to the dependability of qualitative data is 
constructivism and views knowledge as a socially constructed element through 
various techniques based on various circumstances. Constructivism considers 
multiple perceptions that people have in their minds. Therefore, to acquire valid and 
reliable multiple and diverse realities, multiple methods of searching or gathering 
data are in order and this calls for the use of triangulation in the constructivism 
paradigm. An open-ended approach in constructivism conform with the notion of 
data triangulation by allowing participants in a research to work with or assist the 
researcher in the research question as well as with the data collection. To improve 
the analysis and achieve the best understanding of construction of others, 
triangulation is employed by researchers to involve several stakeholders or peer 
researchers’ interpretation of the data at different time. 

This theory of reliability and validity of qualitative data justifies the strategy of 
applying the combination of methods that have been implemented in the data 
collection process throughout the research work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

4 Findings and Analysis 

This chapter discusses about the various findings regarding the department involved in 
the research thesis, such as organizational structure, work practices, challenges based 
on various perspectives. This chapter provides a platform for analyzing how the 
organization handles the complicated tasks of knowledge capture and reuse, faced in 
the engineering design change stages. The data collection techniques discussed in the 
previous chapter have been implemented in this stage to obtain the data in the most 
effective way. Later in this chapter, the knowledge management system used by Rapid 
(RPS) has been thoroughly studied. Subsequently efforts to analyze this data to make 
judgements and generate the propositions were made to improvise the development 
process through a set of stages.  

 

4.1 Company background: 

Isaberg Rapid AB was acquired by Esselte in 2010. Esselte is a Polish based private 

equity company with its head office in Luxembourg. The company concentrates on 

short term profits. Esselte acquires small companies to make it run successful and 

when the companies’ shares rise, then Esselte sells the acquired company for a higher 

profit margin. Before the company was acquired by Esselte, Rapid was one of the 

main contenders in European as well as outside markets. Their product sales and 

their profit margin was outstanding. Their business strategy was based on innovation 

of new products. Their development progress was fast and effective. But after the 

undertaking by Esselte the entire management team of Rapid was completely 

changed with a different team operating under Esselte. The operations of the team 

were controlled by its head office in Luxembourg. The plant head at Rapid is an 

executive with marketing background rather than production background. Esselte 

has different management offices in different countries. Marketing office was based 

on Germany with the head of marketing lead by an executive from Germany and it 

was of the same condition in France, which had the office for the sales team. This led 

to a lot of communication issues between different departments to discuss various 

issues happening. The technical complexities were not handled with preference as 

the business strategy was changed from innovative product development into mass 

production of existing products. For every decision taken in Sweden, an approval was 

needed from the head office in Poland and the marketing head at Germany. This 

caused a lot of inconvenience and a slow down the development progress for new 

products. This management change by Esselte resulted in the Rapid losing their 

manpower inside their research and development team. Even when the company 

experienced problems with the customers caused because of design failures, Esselte 

failed to manage the situation. This poor managerial skills of Esselte have resulted in 

slowing down Rapid progress and also made it tough for the present employees to 

work in the company.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

4.2 Work practices with IT tools at Rapid 

 

Figure 14: IT tools at Rapid 

 

The IT tools are being used to store and share explicit knowledge through various 

documents and reports at different stages of the development process. Primitive 

details about the YaPDM and RPS were discussed as it was believed to be closely 

linked to the research problem. As can been seen from the schematic representation, 

there is a lack of connection between these three software tools and it has been found 

from the first interview that, this prevents the complete understanding of the 

product. All of these software works based on the numbering system for arrangement 

and identification of the data, and therefore it generates a serial number for each case. 

The serial number of these three systems did not correspond with each other for the 

same case. This was found to be one of the major barrier for the newcomers to search 

for product information. 

Though the research is based on tacit knowledge, the concern was in the area of 

reasoning for engineering change requests and for all the activities involved in that 

process. The tacit knowledge concept comes in, because the explanations are 

expected to be personal interpretations and thought processes. Provisions in the 

form of data sheets were provided to capture these explanations. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

4.3 Engineering change order 

Request for engineering change order is initiated at times when problems arise at the 

production. This can happen initially during the OTOP (off tool off process) stage or 

also later on after SOP (start of production). It is evident that the environment 

surrounding the bma (engineering design change note) creates the need for 

brainstorming for innovative solutions and ideas. These solutions are usually 

generated through discussions with intuitions and experience of individual 

participants involved. In the heat of the situation, it is common not to capture and 

record the thought process that has resulted in the particular solution. This is the 

challenge that the product development department is trying to resolve. 

 

Figure 15: Engineering Change Process 

 

 

The tool design is the most common and recurrent form of design change. After the 

prototype testing is done, if the product does not meet the specification the tooling 

has to be redesigned. Even after the SOP, problems with respect to durability or 

fatigue of tool leads to engineering change order. Hence supervisor from the tooling 

department and production manager from production department are significant 

stakeholders. The supervisor is practically the head of the shop floor workers and is 

let known first about the tool design change or tool failure. The production manager 

validates this request for change and initiates the change order. The problem solving 

for design change by innovative brainstorming is done with the project manager, 

technical manager, tool supervisor and the production manager as the participants. 

Different other engineers are involved depending on the scale of the problem and the 

support needed. Interviews using Delphi methods were conducted and revealed the 

following: 

 The supervisor felt that it was really unnecessary to write the data in the sheet 
as it took time to do so and he felt that if the people who work with the 
particular product had any questions regarding the change then they could 
approach him and ask him for the details and he would be happy to answer 
them 



 

 

 The RPS system was quite complicated to upload physical documents. The 
folder management was really extensive, so it was really tough to update the 
new documents created, which had led to the loss of product knowledge inside 
the company. 

 There was a necessity for providing a connection between the latest design 
drawing with the latest document map (test reports and engineering change 
note). 

 The RPS was not thoroughly understood by everybody as different employees 
in each department uses different modules. The information that was claimed 
to be missing in the product link was found in maintenance module. This 
miscommunication has led to searching in the wrong places for the 
information. There was no standard set of work procedures for documenting 
the information and no person was strictly urged to consider it as part of their 
tasks. 

 The size of the project directly impacts the significance of the recording the 
origin, reason and the details of the thought process of the design change. 
Smaller the number of individuals involved, lesser are the chances of sharing 
the knowledge. i.e. if the source of the knowledge is less than the recipient by 
a large margin, then the it leads to high dependency and eventually loss of 
knowledge if not recorded. 
 

4.4 Case study   

4.4.1 To understand the significance of bma 

One of challenges which led to the arise of an engineering design change, was 

analyzed to get an insight of the environment and determine the steps that could help 

to an effective problem solving of design change.  

The need for change: The staples insertion for the tackers was not clear for the end 

customers and it led to snapping the spring assembly. This problem raised after the 

initial design of the feeder was changed. The reason for this change was not noted. 

Mistake: The failure in documenting the bma at the time of design change and the 

failure of the DFMEA has resulted in exploding the issue into many folds. It was not 

anticipated that such a confusion would emerge from the consumer end and 

therefore the fail proof was not planned.  

Challenges: New design challenge- Remembering the reasons for the modification or 

design change. Though the change is obvious through the updated design drawings 

or the latest product versions, the reason or the thought process involved in the latest 

design is not observable if not recorded, and is significant in evaluating the design in 

case of failure. Such a critical factor to problem solving resides only in the memory of 

the experienced employees involved. 

Tool design challenge-  This is more of a blue collar challenge when the tool failure 

happens during production or if the tool design has to be changed if the product 

specification is not met after prototype investigation. This involves contribution from 

the form of skill and expertise of the shop floor workers. The tacit knowledge is much 

of value for the future references to understand the problem solving methodology 

employed. The blue collar is involved in the productibility and manufacturability 

discussions and are active problem solvers in tool design change. Often this also 

involves contribution from the engineers of the supplier’s company and this 

information also has to be collected and documented periodically. 



 

 

 

 

4.4.2 To understand the role of RPS 

Currently RPS is used as the tool to share and record the data and the information. 

The effectiveness in achieving this, and the gaps leading to failure of the process has 

to be investigated to propose better procedures. For this purpose, the working of RPS 

and YaPDM to handle the bma case 4701, was studied. 

Environment- The RPS has many modules in which the project management activities 

and communications are handled in the case management system 

(ärendehanteringssystem). The document map link in the ärenden tab is where the 

files saved in the folder system is connected. These files are essentially test reports 

and certificates along with drawings and engineering change note(bma). This tab 

contains provisions for choosing the case number and case type for search, 

identification and modification purposes. There are header fields for making 

description, notes about the particular case, the statuses and other case information. 

Below the header fields are the list of activities involved in the case, the individual 

responsible for completion of the activity, starting and the finishing date of the 

activity. Below is an example for the bma case 4701. 

    

 



 

 

Figure 16: Case management system

 

 

 It also has the personal overview tab where all the communication about the project 

and intimation about deadlines are channelized. This section of RPS covers the major 

task of checking the list of activities pending for the individual employee. It acts like 

a calendar management system to keep a track of the activities that will be performed 

simultaneously but the priority is organized by the individual.  

The gamla bma tab is a database for exclusively storing the list of bma that have been 

used for the projects over the year.  

Challenges:   
1. The Maintenance system (underhållssystem) is being used for storing the 

information related to the tool design and maintenance. Under the tab of 
arbetsorder, tool data can be searched and modified. But the maintenance 
system has no connection with the bma of the particular case and it manages 
independently only with the tool numbers. As a result, if any new version of 
tool has been created as a new work, then it can be identified only with the 
generated tool version number and not associated with the particular bma 
(bma no) which was the reason for the new version of tool. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Figure 17: Maintenance system 
 

 
 
 

2. The YaPDM is the database management system for the all the design 
drawings. This generates a serial number for every drawing and every 
revision of a drawing. This serial number is used to identify and search any 
drawing inside this independent system. A particular drawing revision can be 
associated with many bma and all these bma numbers have to be only 
manually connected. In most cases the drawing is approved first before the 
completion of the bma and hence the bma number is not manually connected 
in the drawing revision link. Moreover, the old revisions are stored in a 
separate database (smarteam) which can be connected through YaPDM, but it 
doesn’t provide for storing notes or comments. Even in the YaPDM the chances 
of error are so high as there is a need to link by noting down the bma number 
manually. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Figure 18: Description at YaPDM 

 

 
 
 

3. The Document map link in the case management system is the shortcut 
connection to the files stored in respective path of folder systems for the 
particular article. The bma (engineering change note), test certificates, sample 
registration, BOM and any other required documents can be connected in this 
link, but it can only be seen in this link if it is saved in the folder system. A bma 
is rarely filled thoroughly and saved in the folder path as the employees feel it 
is rather easier to write brief notes in the header fields of the main page. It is 
also felt that detailed communication of the knowledge should be through 
personal interaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

5 Research of similar model 

After the situation and needs of the company are comprehensively understood, there 
was a pursuit for similar models existing in the corporate world. The aim was to analyze 
how the researchers and organizations have handled such a complication, and to 
compare and adopt a strategy which will suit the working practices of Rapid. This 
search is subjected to our individual perceptions of feasible and effective solutions for 
this research thesis. To understand the research in an easier way please refer to the 
figure 13 explaining about the research strategy map. 

 

5.1 Inspired KM Techniques 

Usage of Social Tagging in Tacit Knowledge management: 

On all the knowledge collection tools, social tagging is one an important tool for the 

collection and to retrieve the design knowledge on the context of product 

development process (PDP). In a social tagging method of approach, the designers 

play the role of taggers. This would help in the integration of product lifecycle 

management (PLM), Knowledge-based elements (KBE) and social computing 

systems. To make the social tagging process to work effectively with the traditional 

knowledge it is quite necessary to use standards on a resource framework. 

Researches has been conducted on using of 3D annotations inside the CAD model. 

According to Ding (2009), 3D annotations inside the smaller CAD models helps in 

transferring knowledge efficiently. The different knowledge capture methods used. 

TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE: 

Static knowledge capture: KBS 

Figure 19: Static Knowledge Capture (Alducin-Quintero, Gerardo, Manuel 

(2012)) 

 

The ontologies on which the Knowledge Based Systems are based upon, have been 

used in Product Development process that helps in supporting manufacturing and 

design decisions. It is generally based on the rules of design and the expertise in 

engineering to capture the PDP knowledge inside the company. There was an 

example in which the design rules, is used in the combination of if-then-else clause 

can be used depending upon design parameters as dimensions, conditions and 



 

 

features in geometry that can be changed or calculated. This will result in a simple 

interface which gives endless combinations so that it need not be designed from 

scratch. The end user has the ability to add or delete rules from the database. This 

becomes static knowledge. This will also be suitable for representing the static 

objects of a domain in a design scenario. 

 

Dynamic knowledge capture: 

Figure 20: Dynamic Knowledge Capture (Alducin-Quintero, Gerardo, Manuel 

(2012)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There were some alternatives proposed too conventional KBS. According to 

Shilovitsky (2009) he supported the idea of joining the concept of folksonomy by 

PLM/CAD vendors. According to Vander Wal (2004) he defined folksonomy as a 

result of personal free tagging of objects and information for one’s own retrieval. 

Folksonomy is defined as the act of tagging by a person consuming information. As 

Dijoux (2010) says that the capture of knowledge through collaborative platforms is 

less intimidating than to use knowledge management systems and text documents. 

In addition to this, the tools are well adapted to the fact that the main essence of social 

activity is knowledge transfer, where the knowledge is transferred from one or more 

individuals through one or more channels. This will open simple and effective 

channels of knowledge transfer that can be well utilized inside an organization. 

Social PDP 

The product development process is a social process that involves a lot of team work 

between its members with varied experiences. This also involves interacting with one 

other and even some negotiations between the people. During the product 

development process, a schema is prepared to represent the design and also to have 

an effective collaboration, communication and also to retrieve the data and to reuse 

the knowledge obtained from it. usually the decisions for the schema is done by an 

individual or as a team work. When the project starts the engineer is free to change 

any designs but as the project moves forward, the expenses become higher and time 

consuming if any decision is to be made. This limits freedom to make changes.  With 

the help of organizational knowledge, the knowledge that is stored should be well 

shared between the individuals and thus understanding the problem and how the 

decisions are made. 



 

 

Web based tools is also mainly important in the knowledge management. Software’s 

like PLM and CAD help in integrating the web technologies, that will help in 

knowledge transfer and capture in the product development process. Companies like 

Dassault Systems and blueKiwi have collaborated to develop a software platform that 

manages secure social networks with partners, customers and colleagues. Using of 

Web 2.0 services like blogs, RSS tagging have been integrated inside that platform. 

Another invention done by Autodesk is a part where access to web 2.0 tools have 

been integrated. Like Autodesk, PTC (Parametric Technology Corporation) also have 

platforms that includes tools as content tagging, filtering and activity needs.  

Types of tagging process: 

High level information model: 

    Figure 21: Tagging Process (Alducin-Quintero, Gerardo, Manuel (2012)) 

 

There was a lot of research that was done on tagging and different models were 

proposed. In this model, the folksonomy (annotation) has three entities which are: 

the user identity of the tagger, the object information that is being tagged and the tags 

that are used for the metadata. This metadata is used for labelling the object. The tag 

model is mainly used to support the way it is integrated inside the PLM system. Time 

stamps are used to associate the tags that correspond to the information on the 

design that often is not made explicit. This way of tagging is generally based on the 

product information element of the model. 

Experiments: 

Social tagging/ Usage of annotations in 3D models: 

In the second type research was done to understand about how annotations are made 

during a design change process. A hypothesis was put forward which was, when the 

information resource is tagged during the engineering design change process, it is 

possible to find the most common tagging patterns inherent in social tagging systems. 

According to the study by Mathes (2004) and Titus (2007) in an experiment on a 

group of post graduate students, who had experience in using 3D CAD programs, the 

students were given two similar design problems to reduce a manufacturing cost of 

a piece by modifying it in the CAD software. They were asked to describe the solution 

in five key words and this was done to identify the tagging behavior of the people 



 

 

working on it. there was also a limit given on the participants by reducing the set of 

keywords that can be used in their vocabulary.  

 

Figure 22: Social Tagging Process (Alducin-Quintero, Gerardo, Manuel (2012)) 

 

 

How social annotations increase productivity: 

Another experiment was done to show how social annotations increases the 

productivity in a design change process. The experiment was done using social 

tagging process, and the experiment was done to determine the value annotations 

provide to the CAD models. The hypothesis that was used was:  CAD operators, using 

annotated models where original design intent is made explicit, are more efficient in 

dealing with CAD model modifications. The experiment was conducted using 

Autodesk Inventor software, where the participants were asked to add annotations 

inside the CAD drawings. The annotation process is linked with social network 

behavior, where the associated knowledge of the CAD model process is made explicit 

through the usage of annotations given by the design engineers.  

 

Result of the Experiment: 

The main result of the experiment is that when social tagging and annotations are 

used to collect the design during the engineering change process was explained 

clearly. The experiment also showed that the tagging process was similar to the 

process that was used by the internet users. That is, it is very important to remove 

the issues such as synonymy and polysemy when a CAD is tagged. This was shown 

and explained in experiment 1. In experiment 2 the important of annotations is 

explained and how it has a positive impact on the needed time to complete the change 

order is shown. This results in the increase in the productivity during the Engineering 

Change Process. The results were used to support the idea that the annotation and 

social tagging process can be mainly used as a knowledge collection tool, that s well 

adapted to the dynamic environment of Product Development Process. 

 



 

 

 

6 Discussions 

This chapter is focused on finding a balance between the challenges faced by various 

stakeholders and the solutions proposed from the various models discussed in chapter 

5. This phase essentially is group discussions and brain storming sessions with the 

development team to analyze and adopt a convincing strategy to improve the existing 

work procedures. These discussions lead to modifications of the existing system (RPS) 

by implementing a combination of techniques found to be effective. Eventually a better 

platform is created for the engineering change process in the product development. 

6.1 Suggestions and Modifications 

6.1.1 Documenting the Reasoning 

Suggestions 

The initial study about the significance and need of documenting a detailed 

description of the thought process involved in the redesign process has result in 

creating a model document by the product development team.  

Figure 23: Description of change in drawing 

 

Such a summary of the explanation in a separate word or text file is expected to be 

documented for every important version of design drawing of a particular product. 

Like mentioned above the product information is included along with the images of 

the drawing and the part assembly to enhance the understanding. The specific design 

change and the reason for this can be stated as clear and brief as possible. This 



 

 

document is saved in the product folders and connected to the document map link in 

the case management system section of the RPS.  

It was initially suggested that an exclusively activity of answering the reason of the 

specific bma be created and an eligible representative be assigned in the bma activity 

list. The first task would be to determine the scale of the importance of change in 

terms of the reasoning. Depending on the size of the explanation decision has to be 

taken if exclusive word document has to be created or if brief notes can be made in 

the comments fields. It was found during the final discussions that it was possible to 

make comments within every activity link once it was passed or completed in the case 

management system.  

Challenges of these suggestions 

 The problem associated with the provision in the activity list is that there is 
no identification for the presence of such notes inside the link and it is 
ineffective to search for such reasoning without a proper distinction. It was 
suggested that an exclamation marking be attached along with the activity 
name whenever an explanation was included.  

 As stated earlier these comments can also be made in the provisions of YaPDM 
but it has to be manually connected with the bma.  

 The challenge associated with using an exclusive detailed document in the 
document map as shown in the figure above, is that to scan and save it in the 
respective product version’s folder path. This process is subjected to 
inconvenience and high chances of error.  

Modifications 

It was suggested that implementing the web 2.0 techniques was the most effective 

methodology to improve the knowledge management practices towards the future. 

Social tagging and annotations are the approaches to overcome these challenges. 

Social tagging includes using keywords to describe common and recurrent problems 

in various departments involved in the design change process. The tags also include 

source Id, product information, meta data. CAD operators, using annotated models 

where original design intent is made explicit, are more efficient in dealing with CAD 

model modifications. Hence it was decided to adopt this methodology in their PLM 

system. It was also concluded that enabling an upload feature to immediately upload 

documents in the document map can be more encouraging and a short term 

alternative. 

6.1.2 Communication System 

One of the main reason for the employees not prioritizing the task of documenting 

the bma is because of the unawareness about the significance of storing the specifics 

related to the design change process. This has caused the existing work practice 

strategy for documenting the reasoning of design change process to fail miserably. 

Moreover, the activity that is been overlooked by the employees has to emphasized 

periodically so as to display the importance of completing it on time. It was found 

during the final discussion that personal e-mail system let the individual know about 

the pending activities, but it is appropriate to prefer the more pressing issues that 

come in the form of telephonic calls or direct conversations. The activity of 

documenting this particular information is not critical to present time of problem 



 

 

solving as there are many other urging activities surrounding the situation and this 

leads to overlooking and ignoring the task. 

1) Compelling strategy 

Suggestion 

It was initially suggested that, since the development manager is liable for the entire 

project’s sustainability he should get e-mail regarding the completion of activities 

responsible for the product’s long-term maintenance. The owner of the engineering 

change order should also receive an e-mail so that he can track the activities and 

determine where the work is stagnant and pressurize to complete the pending 

activities. Tracking features like red and green signals, depending on if the activity is 

completed and passed or not, are used in many PLM and should be adopted in RPS. 

Modification 

The social tagging can be a very instrumental technique in communicating the 

importance of fulfilling the task. There can be multiple users involved in a single tag 

and the contribution for annotations from different combination of user can lead be 

a tracking and communication system in itself. Periodic mails and explicit nature of 

tagging promotes social responsibilities. 

2) Educating strategy 

The purpose here is to spread the awareness of recording the knowledge that has led 

to make certain decisions. It was found that except for the project management all 

other employee’s perspective’s don’t favor in storing these product information as 

much as other product data. Since the nature of this information is tacit, it is 

important educate and motivate individuals to this new trend of organizational 

practice.  

It was suggested to conduct workshops before the beginning of the project like a 

mock drill of the work procedures so that the individuals can comprehend the 

positive after effects of the tasks involved. Agendas can be reinforced by sticking 

charts in the work places to promote knowledge reuse and sharing. Work instruction 

manual or booklet can be published and be of use for new comers to educate 

themselves during their training period. A check list strategy is also a well-known and 

effective methodology to educate and enhance responsibility in a gate system of 

product development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

6.2 Comparison of Techniques: 

ENVIRONMENT 

EXISTING 
 

Figure 24: BMA system 

 
 
 
SUGGESTED 

Figure 25: usage of annotations in 3D CAD model 

 
 
The suggested technique has the advantage of multi-functionality within the same 
platform and also solves the challenges listed above. Through discussions this 
technique is chosen as the most effective practice to be implemented as shown in the 
example above. 



 

 

 
 
VOCABULARY 
 
EXISTING 
 

Figure 26: Engineering Change in Solid Works 

 
 
SUGGESTED 
 

Figure 27: Attributes used in tagging process 

 
 

This describes the vocabulary involved in the tagging process. Using a single term 

(attribute) and standardized table (attribute description) for the explanation of the 

problem, as opposed to long sentences. The user ID tagging is done conventionally 

with the Rapid case management system. 

 



 

 

FOLDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

EXISTING MODEL 

 

 

PROPOSED MODEL 

 

 

In the current working system, the files are stored in the server and each file has to 

be arranged in the respective path of folders manually causing lots of errors or 

negligence. The proposed model is a modern replacement to implement the direct 

upload feature and store it in the rapid database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Further Steps to be Implemented: 

• Creating awareness about the importance of recording the tacit knowledge 

and other knowledge management features among the employees and also 

explaining them the effects of not following it. 

• Updating RPS to add new features like update icon for the case management 

system, tracking status and notification options for the present activity. 

• Train the employees to use tagging and annotations for CAD models and test 

the performance. 

• Decision has to be taken if YaPDM and maintenance system needs to work 

independently or connected with the Case management system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

7 Conclusion 

On the course of our thesis we realized how important the product development 

capabilities are for a company and how an efficient knowledge management system 

is required to retain the information and develop the knowledge within the company. 

An efficient functioning knowledge management function is crucial during product 

development. 

As of the present scenario in Rapid, the employees depend on acquiring information 

from their colleagues when they have a problem with some information.  The point 

of thesis is to change this situation by introducing the research questions. This section 

is mainly focused on answering the research questions stated combining all the 

content, literature review, discussions and empirical findings in order to make it 

more manageable.  

 

Q1) How do we identify that a person possesses this unique tacit knowledge? 

Considering the first research question, the knowledge possessed by the person can 

be known by conducting some personal interviews. Experience of the particular 

person also plays a major role in this. People who have been working in the company 

for longer periods or working on a particular position for so long possess good 

amount of tacit knowledge with them. In conclusion the main aim of the thesis is to 

capture the implicit knowledge and convert it to explicit knowledge.  

 

Q2) If so what can be the effective procedure to capture it? If not, how to identify 

it and store it? 

With regards to the second question, tacit knowledge can be captured through 

different ways. There is a particular framework that is usually implemented in many 

different companies. Since knowledge management is an integral part of an 

organization it is really important to know the effective ways to identify the tacit 

knowledge among the employees and find effective ways of capturing it and storing 

it for future references. Below the basic framework of knowledge management as 

adopted in rapid is presented. 

1. Evaluate the tacit knowledge 

 Prepare a strategy to conserve the knowledge 

 Do SWOT analysis to find the tacit knowledge in the company 

 Formulate an efficient working method to collect the knowledge. 

2. Establish a purpose 

 Understand the importance of tacit knowledge 

 Find how knowledge management influences the company. 

3. Collect the knowledge 

 Acquire the knowledge from the people. 

 This can be done through interview sessions. 



 

 

 It can also be done by finding all the people who have enough 

experience in their jobs. 

4. Reviewing the knowledge 

 Find the suitability of the knowledge captured. 

 Establish the key relationship between the individual and 

receivers. 

5. Adapt the knowledge 

 Find ways to adapt with the current scenario. 

 Train people to adapt according to tacit knowledge. 

6. Updating and storing tacit knowledge 

 Record and document the tacit knowledge. 

 Update the methods based on the conditions in the future as well 

as the people in the company. 

 

Thus the following suggestions are summarized. 

 

On the conclusion, it can be seen that being able to reuse, distribute and collect the 

knowledge management services is not a simple work. There are many checkpoints 

to be followed to implement knowledge management successfully among the 

employees inside the company. Thus improving the systems required for improving 

the knowledge management should be a prime motive of the company to get 

potentially high returns. Also, to achieve this the cultural aspects should also be taken 

to consideration together with the knowledge management technology. 

 

 

 

 
Requirements 

 
Suggestions 

1. Ability to relate the reason for 
change to the feature in the design 
drawing; Easy search and identify. 

Usage of annotations in CAD drawings 

2. Effective communication of design 
intends. 

Social Tagging through list of standard 
codes as a replacement for recurrent 
problems. 

3. Encouraging to upload recent 
files/ filled documents in RPS. 

Adding a direct Upload option for the 
document map in the RPS. 

4. Notifications. Implementing a mail system and Status 
bar indicating the completion level of the 
task. If sufficient concurrent work will be 
encouraged. 

5. Creating awareness/ encouraging 
knowledge management practices 

Publish flow charts of whole 
development process to make people 
understand the effects of knowledge 
management.  
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